JELLURGAL ABORIGINAL CULTURAL CENTRE
Site Specific Requirements
The following requirements are applicable to Jellurgal and are to be adhered to in addition to the
Kalwun COVID-19 Safe Plan requirements.
Ice Cream sales
Customers are permitted to pick their ice cream and present it for payment. A sign is to be placed
on the cabinet lids requesting customers to choose before opening doors.
Customer Records
COVID-19 Pre-screening record/Questionnaire and COVID- 19 Privacy of sign in data/details
sheets are to be place on a table outside the entrance to the retail area. Pencils (x30 Keno
style/size) are to be supplied with a container clearly marker (Clean Pencils) on the table. A
container placed under the table is to be marked (Dirty Pencils). A sign on the table is to request
customers to use a pencil for the recording of data and deposit it in the dirty bucket once finished.
Staff are to use hand sanitiser after every second tour group to clean each pencil and place it back
into the clean container. At the end of the day the dirty bucket is to be disinfected using household
disinfectant and the container left upended to drain/dry overnight.
Actions on exiting the retail area
A small table with hand sanitiser is to be located on the veranda to the left of the door, with signage
encouraging hand cleaning.
School Group area
The covered deck seating area outside Jellurgal is reserved for school groups only. This school
group area is barricaded off to prevent general visitor access along the veranda back toward the
main entry doors. Visitors are guided down the ramp to exit the retail area.
Outdoor seating (Benches)
All bench seating is to be marked to show 1.5m social distancing seating requirements.
Cleaning regime
After every tour group the chairs, handrails and other surfaces touched by customers are to be
disinfected (wiped down using single use disposable wipes). Workers are to ensure PPE is worn. It
is estimated that 15 minutes will allow cleaning to occur before the next tour group can commence.
Dancers
Contractor (Dancers) are to undertake induction on the Kalwun DC COVID-19 Safety Plan and
cleaning and hand sanitisation requirements before they can commence employment.
Records of this induction are to be maintained.

